
Lessons learned

It is a common practice for dealers to drive demo vehicles. This example is a reminder of the increased exposure a 
dealership faces when company-owned vehicles are used. Even though the motorcycle was going almost double  
the posted limit, it did not matter in this case, the dealer was cited for careless driving.

Line of Business: Auto Liability  
Topic: Demo Vehicles 

Claim scenario

A Dealer Principal had taken a demo vehicle for a drive and upon returning  
to the dealership, encountered a motorcycle coming the opposite direction. 
The motorcycle was going 60-mph in a 30-mph zone. The dealer, going  
5 mph, hit the motorcycle, threw the driver 50 feet where he ended up  
lodged under a vehicle. The Dealer Principal was cited for careless driving.

The motorcycle driver, in his early 30’s, had his left leg amputated above  
the knee, acute blood loss and a lacerated liver. 

Large Claims 
Lessons Learned

Action needed to prevent this type of loss

As dealers think about who takes possession of a demo, always consider the increased exposure for he dealership, 
including reputational risk. Evaluation of driver experience and ability can factor into decisions. In addition, determine 
whether there are alternative solutions to a demo vehicle that the dealer can take to still provide a benefit, but reduce  
the exposure at their dealership such as a Personal Auto Policy.

Exposures are still present even when strict processes and protocols are in place, however, these actions 
and a commitment to diligence in driver training and skill assessment can reduce the propensity for losses.

Financial Impact: 

This claim may have a financial  
impact of up to $6,000,000. 

Loss prevention / Risk management Resources 

Vehicle accidents are common loss leaders among claims made by dealerships. Zurich offers a variety  
of risk management insights to help you minimize your risk. Start with Zurich’s loss prevention bulletin  
Hitting the Brakes on Demos and visit Zurich’s Automotive Resource Hub to access all of Zurich’s loss  
prevention resources.

https://www.zurichna.com/-/media/Project/ZWP/ZNA/Docs/KH/Auto/Hitting-the-breaks-on-demos-P0515814
https://www.zurichna.com/industries/auto/auto-resource-hub
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The information in this publication was compiled from sources believed to be reliable 
for informational purposes only. All sample policies and procedures herein should 
serve as a guideline, which you can use to create your own policies and procedures. 
We trust that you will customize these samples to reflect your own operations and 
believe that these samples may serve as a helpful platform for this endeavor. Any 
and all information contained herein is not intended to constitute advice (particularly 
not legal advice). Accordingly, persons requiring advice should consult independent 
advisors when developing programs and policies. We do not guarantee the accuracy 
of this information or any results and further assume no liability in connection with 
this publication and sample policies and proce dures, including any information, 
methods or safety suggestions contained herein. We undertake no obligation to 
publicly update or revise any of this information, whether to reflect new information, 
future developments, events or circumstances or otherwise. Moreover, Zurich 
reminds you that this cannot be assumed to contain every acceptable safety and 
compliance procedure or that additional procedures might not be appropriate under 
the circumstances. The subject matter of this publication is not tied to any specific 
insurance product nor will adopting these policies and procedures ensure coverage 
under any insurance policy. 
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